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30%

of medical malpractice
claims attributed to failures
in communication

COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS ARE SERIOUS
%
of adverse events

44

of adverse events
in VA linked to
communications

21%

caused by poor
communication

https://www.rmf.harvard.edu/Malpractice-Data/Annual-Benchmark-Reports/Risks-in-Communication-Failures
Lee A, Mills PD, Neily J, Hemphill RR. “Root cause analysis of serious adverse events among older patients in the Veterans Health Administration”. Jt Comm J Qual Patient Saf. 2014 Jun;40(6):253-62.
https://www.jointcommission.org/assets/1/23/jconline_April_29_15.pdf
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What is communication?

ch a n n e l
e n co d e

d e co d e

fe e d b a ck
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CT Scan?
Chest tube?
CT surgery?
Multiple sclerosis?
Morphine sulfate?
Mitral stenosis?
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Why do we communicate?

express

explore

inform

persuade
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DEFINE YOUR GOAL
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KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
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USE THE RIGHT CHANNELS
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Generational communication styles

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/11/millennials-largest-generation-us-labor-force/
http://www.mas.org.uk/uploads/artlib/talking-about-my-generation-exploring-the-benefits-engagement-challenge.pdf
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BUILD THE CONTENT
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Considerations

• Tone
• Language
• Structure
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Recommended
approaches to
structure

• SBAR
• 5W-H (start with why)
• Tell a story
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MIND THE NON-VERBAL
21
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TELL A GOOD STORY
22
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Storytelling (basic) elements

characters

setting

beginning

problem/
conflict
middle

plot

resolution

end
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Sample Story
Mary lived on a farm, where she had a sweet, white lamb who followed
her everywhere. When Mary went to her first day of kindergarten, the
lamb followed her to school. All the schoolchildren were delighted to
see a lamb at school and were distracted from their work. The teacher
made the lamb leave.
The lamb returned to the farm but was very sad. He didn’t think he
would see her again. But Mary came home from school and saw him as
soon as she got to the farm! They were both overjoyed to be reunited.
The lamb realized Mary would return every afternoon after school and
no longer followed her to school.
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DQI
• Our CMI is low because secondary diagnoses are under documented
•
•
•
•
•

Additional documentation is required
Change in workflow
Benefits hospital revenue (no pro fees)
CMI helps pay for hospital improvements
CMI is the basis for FTE budget/levels

• Change your workflow and do more work so that the hospital makes
more money and we can continue to grow
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DQI
• Document the diagnoses that matter
• Accurate and thorough documentation of diagnoses are central to:
• Patient safety
• Professional communication that represents our care and why we provided a
course of care
• Decreasing queries

• We are providing at tool to help for use in your current workflow
• Training is available
• Please provide us feedback
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Story Grab Bag
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What kind of power do you wield?
Structural
• Position – position,
title, rank, office
• Reward – action
through tangible
rewards such as
bonuses, raises or
incentives
• Coercive – action
through threat of
punishment or
disapproval

Interpersonal

Social

• Expert – knowledge,
proficiency or
expertise
• Relational – ability to
relate and identify
with other
• Ethical – reinforcing
organizational values
and building trust with
others

• Informational – your
ability to share
information
• Connective – linking
people together ad
building coalitions of
support
• Brokerage – enlisting
support of individuals
and groups on behalf
of a person or cause
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A

C
B

D
make
connections

express
benefits

establish
goals

Checklist
for More
Influence

E

assess your
power

identify
barriers
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You are a member of a space crew originally scheduled to
rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted surface of the
moon. However, mechanical difficulties forced your ship to
crash at a spot some 200 miles from the rendezvous point.
During reentry and landing, much of the equipment aboard
was damaged and, since survival depends on reaching the
mother ship, the most critical items available must be chosen
for the 200-mile trip.
There were 15 items left intact and undamaged after landing.
Your task is to rank order them in terms of their importance for
your crew in allowing them to reach the rendezvous point.
Place the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2
by the second most important, and so on through number 15
for the least important.

Stranded on the Moon
30

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Two 100 lb. tanks of oxygen
5 gallons of water
Stellar map of moon’s constellations
Food concentrate
Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter
50 feet of nylon rope
First aid kit, including injection needle
Parachute silk
Self-inflating life raft
Signal flares
Two .45 caliber pistols
One case of dehydrated milk
Solar-powered portable heating unit
Magnetic compass
Box of matches

Stranded on the Moon
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Summary

• Define your goal
• Know your audience
• Use the right channels
• Build the content
• Think about structure
• Mind the non-verbal
• Use your power wisely
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Thank you!
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